Attack Cancer from all angles to Survive!

5 Best Preventative Tips & Natural Cancer Cures

Brent Wallace: Natural Cancer Survivor
The 5 Best Natural Cancer Cures

Fighting Cancer is an all out War!

Fighting cancer is an all out war that must take place from every angle! You have to attack cancer 24/7 if you plan on being around any longer than the national 5 year survival rate! (Statistics [here](#).) Your chances of getting some type of cancer in your lifetime are nearly 1 out of every 2 people and climbing! But you can reverse and prevent this from happening by using natural cures that are effective to successfully mount an attack on cancer and other diseases. I know first hand how the power of nutrition saved my life.

*Every moment that you’re not attacking cancer, it’s attacking you!*  
– Brent Wallace
My Bladder Cancer Story.

I was diagnosed with bladder cancer in June of 2016. Quite honestly I was the type of person who was rarely sick and I only went to the doctor if I was in really bad shape and felt like I needed too. I traveled on the road in my car for over 20 years and I always thought that my health was pretty normal. Sure I knew I was a little overweight and didn't always eat the best but I felt I wasn't any worse than the next guy. I've never been a smoker, we ate pretty well when I was at home, but when you're living in your car for a week or two at a time it was always difficult finding a good restaurant so I ate quite a bit in my car and I ate fast food because I was always on the go.

It was in Boise, Idaho on a short trip from home (Oregon) when I noticed one night that the color of my urine was a reddish color, I was peeing blood! It seemed that each time I would go the color would be a little darker red than the time before. It was then that I thought wow, this can't be good. I told my wife about it on the phone and I could tell by the tone of her voice that this wasn't a good thing. Keland had recently worked for our Urologist so she immediately began chatting with him about it. They set up an appointment for me to get right in to see what was going on as soon as I got home. I went to the ER on Monday for some blood work and I was worked into his schedule on Tuesday for a cystoscopy. I'll have to admit that I really wasn't looking forward to someone running a camera up my "you-know-what" to look around but I was assured that it was absolutely the only way to know what was going on. So as unpleasant as it was I reluctantly proceeded as the willing (guinea pig) participant. So we were all in for a complete surprise when we found out that my bladder was 95% full of cancerous tumors! OMG was that was an awakening and the beginning of a 10 month battle with cancer!
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Tip #1: Eliminate Sugar & Carbs from your diet!

Standard Protocol for Bladder Cancer.
I was informed by our Urologist that standard protocol for bladder cancer this aggressive and mean was to immediately remove my bladder and be faced with wearing a bag or some other options that I wasn’t ready to accept. As a result I immediately began researching alternative natural ways for healing my body other than surgery since chemo and radiation are not effective for this type of cancer. Besides the success rate of using chemo and radiation are only a whopping 2-3% anyway so I was determined to find the answers to successfully fight off this deadly disease.

Nutrition & a Weak Immune System were to blame.
In our cancer research quest we found that a lack of nutrition is mostly to blame for most types of cancers. If your immune system is weak and not up to par you'll never get well. You need to repair and rebuild it to stay healthy. One of the most important sites that we discovered was The Truth About Cancer! We were given a copy of their 7-part video documentary series and it is very informative. We learned the truth and the history of the pharmaceutical and medical communities and about the different ways to attack different types of cancers naturally without using harmful drugs with harsh side effects. The folks there are great, they were super helpful, and they answered many of our questions. I highly recommend that you go there and read their information. There are lots of cancer tips, success stories and testimonials to read.

We learned that cancer is fed by sugar and that a massive change in our diet was definitely in order for me to get healthy again. I decided that if I wanted to become cancer free and stay that way, that I was going to have to change my lifestyle IMMEDIATELY!
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Tip #2: Essiac Tea

Essiac Tea is essential to attack Cancer.

Early on we discovered and began taking Essiac Tea. It is a Tea made from 4 different types of roots that was passed down from an old Indian medicine man to a nurse in Canada named Rene M. Cassie. The name Essiac comes from her name spelled backwards. Rene dedicated her life to treating patients and trying to get her formula officially recognized. Her Cancer Clinic for terminal cancer patients operated from 1935 to 1941. The list of Essiac tea benefits is very long, but the two main benefits are for Detoxification & Restoration of the Immune System. You can learn all about it here. We order ours from Amazon, but make sure that you get the type that you have to boil and then set overnight. It cost @ $20.00. You will need to store it in brown glass bottles in the refrigerator and it will only last about 2 weeks. As an added note we add cinnamon to ours which helps with the somewhat earthy taste.
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Tip #3: Plant Based Nutrition

Eat massive amounts of Whole Food Nutrition!

*Nutrition is vital for repairing and rebuilding your immune system!* We found that the easiest way to get massive amounts of organic whole foods into your body is through taking Juice Plus+ concentrated food capsules. This goes way beyond juicing for incredible nutrition! Plus it’s a whole lot easier and less expensive too. When in the midst of changing our diet we found that it was very difficult to get enough good organic greens, fruits and berries into my body to rebuild my immune system. Taking these capsules fills the gap of what you actually eat everyday and what is really needed for your body to function properly and to heal your immune system. Juice Plus+ is tested multiple times from harvest to finished product. Requirements to grow Juice Plus+ products go beyond organic standards and they are mold and bacteria free which is not a requirement for the organic label!

I’ll guarantee that 98% of people don’t get their 8-13 servings of fruits and vegetables a day! Did you today? It’s nearly an impossible task! Also, when you’re fighting cancer you’ll need more than that, so I actually double up and take twice the recommended dosage! This has really done the trick for myself and my wife also. Remember, you have to stay on the offensive to attack cancer. If you’d like to learn more about it please you go to my Juice Plus+ website (brentwallace.juiceplus.com):

JuicePlus+® Website »

I have also posted multiple stories and testimonies from doctors, nurses, and healthcare professionals who have been dealing with all types of illnesses and diseases such as ADHD, Autism, Allergies, Autoimmune diseases, Asthma, Crohn’s, Eczema, Gastric Bypass, Heart issues, Parkinson’s and more. Please have a listen on my blog (brentwallace.com/juiceplus-testimonials/):

JuicePlus+ Testimonials Page »
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Cannabis Oil kills Cancer Cells!

Cannabis Oil kills Cancer cells and not the healthy cells like chemo and radiation do! I have been taking massive doses of cannabis oil in suppository form. By doing it this way, you bypass the kidneys and you don’t get high! The dosage that I am taking is HUGE! It goes way beyond what you can buy at the local dispensary down the street here in Oregon. You would never be able to smoke or ingest as much as I do 3-4 times a day!

I have my cannabis suppositories specially made because the original ones that we first began with were not strong enough. If you would like to know more specifics on this please contact me. I can give you tips on how to go about doing this easily. I am more than happy to refer you to my grower friend who has been growing for over 20 years and he is more than willing to help. He does not ship though as he is not fond of federal prison! Cannabis does definitely kill the cancer cells and not the healthy ones! I’m living proof of it!

To date I have had 3 surgeries to clean the tumors out of my bladder. We then went through 6 rounds of an immunotherapy called BCG treatments. Here’s more from Wikipedia on that if you’d like to read about it. When we first began my bladder was 95% full of cancerous tumors. Now, only 10 months later... there are no visible cancer tumors at all!

I will continue to attack cancer everyday as we’re getting much closer to complete remission! Even after getting there I will continue to stay on a maintenance dosage as a preventative measure. We are very thankful for all of the natural treatments that we were led to and have implemented successfully. My prayer is that hopefully something here will help you also.
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Tip #5: Mental Clarity, Prayer & Support.

**Prayer: Mental Clarity & Support.**

It’s a lot easier attacking cancer with lots of love, support and prayers! I have found that daily meditation and reading the word is also vital for overall healing. A positive attitude and **NEVER SAYING**... "I have cancer" are very critical for complete recovery. Instead please choose to say something like **I am treating cancer symptoms** or some other type of disease! Remember that you’ll need to heal your mind also and not just your body. So programming your subconscious mind is very very important. I’ve found that reading and listening to Wayne Dyer has been incredible for my mental well being.

**Brain Health & your Immune System.**

Finally, most folks have never heard of a brain supplement that we take called EHT®. It is a natural pill created over 20 years by a research scientist at Princeton that is derived from a particular molecule in coffee beans. It has helped **IMMENSELY** with my mental attitude, focus, attention, recall, memory, and also helping me with reconnecting to my body! This natural supplement actually repairs and rebuilds the broken neurons in your brain! It also helps with sleep and helps to rebuild your immune system! I honestly will never be without taking this and the Juice Plus+ food capsules! I am more than happy to chat with you if you have any questions about this. Please watch this 2 minute video about EHT to learn what it does and how it has helped thousands of others (brainhealthsupplement.org):

[Brain Health Supplement »](brainhealthsupplement.org)

I sincerely hope this information will help you or someone you know who is fighting this awful disease. Please contact me anytime! (541) 389-9990. Have a great day and God Bless.

Brent
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More Information

Please contact me anytime!

Call or Text: (541) 389-9990

MY BLOG

JUICEPLUS WEBSITE

JUICEPLUS TESTIMONIES

EHT BRAIN HEALTH SUPPLEMENT

JUICEPLUS VIDEOS
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